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Abstract

There are various methods to evaluate the English ability of elementary school and junior high school students, and there has been much discussion about which is the most effective. In 2014, Naruto University of Education’s Affiliated Fuzoku Elementary School implemented a new evaluation method known as My Language Passport (MLP). It is now used by the fifth and sixth grade elementary school students and the students at Fuzoku Junior High School. The link between schools, the use by both instructors and students, and the detailed emphasis on Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing, and Culture goals make MLP an ideal rubric for evaluating the progress of students. For this study, surveys were conducted with the participation of all current English instructors, as well as former instructors at The Naruto University of Education’s Affiliated schools, to reflect on the use of MLP both in and outside the classroom. Surveys showed favorable results in most categories. More than half of participants wrote that the most useful aspect of MLP was that it gave students a clear goal. More than half agreed that the class time spent using MLP was productive. Nearly three-quarters of respondents had an initial interest in MLP, although for roughly half, MLP had little or no effect on the final grades of students.
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1. Background

1.1 Foreign Language Assessment Rubric
Prior to 2014, a need was recognized for a detailed method with which to evaluate the progress and achievements of students in English education from the fifth grade of elementary school to junior high school. Considering that English will become a compulsory subject in 2020 for elementary school students in grades 5 and 6, there are many challenges and considerations that must be accounted for in a new rubric. Feedback was encouraged from Fuzoku Junior High School English instructors and Fuzoku Elementary School English instructors. In order to ensure the progress of students was recorded as clearly as possible, it was determined that a singular rubric utilized by both students and teachers would be the most effective. It was also necessary to implement the new rubric prior to English becoming a compulsory subject from the fifth grade in the year 2020. Then, the evaluation system used in My Language Passport (MLP) was developed by the Center for English Language Education at Elementary Schools (CELEES) at Naruto University of Education.

1.2 Development

MLP was based on the CanDo List from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT, 2015). It adopted a similar format as the European Language Portfolio (ELP) developed by the National Center for Languages and The Council of Europe (Council of Europe, 2011). MEXT currently requires students to meet goals pertaining to Listening and Speaking in elementary level English classes. MLP attempts to expand these criteria significantly to also include Reading and Writing, which are expected to become requirements in 2020. It was also determined that there should be a fifth category to record the acquisition of knowledge related to indirect experiences involving foreign culture simply titled Culture. This category was designed to increase students’ awareness of inter-cultural experiences and to record their attitude toward experiencing foreign culture such as interacting with their ALT, researching foreign countries or participating in activities with foreign guests. In this regard, MLP seeks to ensure that students have an opportunity to set goals toward gaining knowledge and experience of foreign culture. Since English is not yet a compulsory subject, this evaluation method was meant to serve as a detailed rubric of the abilities and achievements of students, a record of their self-reflection comments, to assist in the evaluation by the instructor, and to serve as a complete record for junior
high school instructors to verify at a glance which levels the students had reached and what their motivations would be going forward (figure 1).

Students, too, are encouraged to keep a positive attitude and a willingness to learn through charting their own progress. Such a format that allows students to focus on both lesson content and the learning process, thus giving them a more active awareness of their own learning, has roots in task-based Communicative Language Teaching (CLT). Nunan (2004) points out that, “What matters is both processes and outcomes are taken care of and there is compatibility between them” (p. 10). Many researchers have emphasized that the focus of learning should be on “means” as well as “ends” and MLP attempts to accomplish this by going into detail recording the learning process.

1.3 Implementation

MLP was first implemented at the start of the 2014-2015 school year in the fifth grade English classes at Fuzoku Elementary School. After receiving feedback from both students and instructors, MLP was used the following years in both fifth- and sixth-grade English classes. A separate MLP was developed for use in Fuzoku Junior High School with a similar format to the elementary MLP. After MLP was implemented, an English instructor commented that she’d never used material like it before. She was worried at first but found it to be an interesting and new way of providing evaluation. The ease of use is a factor that was considered for both students and instructors. MLP has a simple format. The same template is used for each unit (figure 2).

When introducing a new unit, the instructor provides the task or theme at the top of the page. After that, the instructor has two choices: She can either set the goals explicitly for students or lead a class discussion in which she asks the students for feedback, their opinions, and to add any additional ideas. For the latter method, instructors who have taken into consideration the motivation and goals agreed upon as a class have noted a positive attitude amongst students. Collectively setting realistic targets for themselves tends to increase student motivation toward accomplishing the goals that they themselves have set as a class. Ellis (2003), on the task-based teaching method called a ‘process syllabus’ advocated by Breen and Candlin, explains that, in contrast to “the procedural
The goals are customizable in that the instructor, with or without the help of students, determines what the class aims to achieve by the end of each unit. MLP is recommended for use on average twice a month in the fifth and sixth grades. Once a unit is completed, students carry out a self-evaluation for each goal and write a self-reflection regarding their impressions of their abilities or achievements. It should be noted that students in Fuzoku Elementary School write feedback at the end of each class assignment in other subjects, so this is something that they are used to doing. With this emphasis on self-reflection and an awareness of their achievements, students become part of the language learning process. They are “involved in a reflective experience which enables him/her to relate current learning to past, present, and future, even if these relationships are felt rather than thought” (Kohonen, 2005). The English instructor then checks their comments, signs the MLP, and, if possible, offers comments. The instructor can record their progress and abilities according to each of the units (figure 3). Additionally, a Teacher’s Check is periodically carried out by either the English instructor or by the Assistant Language Teacher (ALT). Teacher’s Check activities involve, but are not limited to, reading a picture book aloud, answering questions in a one-on-one interview, giving a short presentation, or completing an information gap activity. Figure 3 below contains the Speaking and Listening checks that were carried out throughout the school year. Communication ability, such as the time students spend interacting with their ALT or talking with their classmates in English, is emphasized here. It is also possible for the instructor to add new criteria as he or she sees fit, as seen in the right image, bottom line.

Figure 4 shows the Reading and Writing checks that were carried out throughout the same figure 3 Listening and Speaking checks, pages 24 and 25, respectively, with dates conducted.

This paper seeks to describe MLP for a general audience as well as to present the initial reactions of current and former English instructors at Fuzoku Elementary and Fuzoku Junior High schools who have used MLP since its introduction. MLP has elicited positive feedback from instructors and students. In addition, detailed results of the use of the rubric are clarified, including: ease of use, flexibility, average time spent, motivation and student progress, scoring and the effectiveness of MLP in determining the final score for students. It is hoped that this rubric will become a model for elementary and junior high schools throughout Japan looking for an effective, detailed evaluation method with which to chart the progress of English language acquisition. Although this study focused on the feedback from English instructors, it should be noted that there was observable engagement and motivation of students regarding MLP, which should be of interest for future studies.

3. Format and Usage

3.1 Content

The structure of MLP is designed for use over two consecutive years. The first half is used in the fifth-grade classes and the second half is used in the sixth-grade classes. There are five goals for students to focus on per unit: Reading, Writing, Listening, Speaking and Culture.
The goals are customizable in that the instructor, with or without the help of students, determines what the class aims to achieve by the end of each unit. MLP is recommended for use on average twice a month in the fifth and sixth grades.

Once a unit is completed, students carry out a self-evaluation for each goal and write a self-reflection regarding their impressions of their abilities or achievements. It should be noted that students in Fuzoku Elementary School write feedback at the end of each class assignment in other subjects, so this is something that they are used to doing. With this emphasis on self-reflection and an awareness of their achievements, students become part of the language learning process. They are “involved in a reflective experience which enables him/her to relate current learning to past, present, and future, even if these relationships are felt rather than thought” (Kohonen, 2005). The English instructor then checks their comments, signs the MLP, and, if possible, offers comments. The instructor can record their progress and abilities according to each of the units (figure 3). Additionally, a Teacher’s Check is periodically carried out by either the English instructor or by the Assistant Language Teacher (ALT). Teacher’s Check activities involve, but are not limited to, reading a picture book aloud, answering questions in a one-on-one interview, giving a short presentation, or completing an information gap activity. Figure 3 below contains the Speaking and Listening checks that were carried out throughout the school year. Communication ability, such as the time students spend interacting with their ALT or talking with their classmates in English, is emphasized here. It is also possible for the instructor to add new criteria as he or she sees fit, as seen in the right image, bottom line.

Figure 4 shows the Reading and Writing checks that were carried out throughout the same
year. The criteria can be broadly defined, covering a wide range of activities from phonics and sight word reading to writing a letter to a junior high school pen pal or using a picture dictionary. The instructor evaluates the progress students have made and factors it in to their final score.

Two example activities that utilized the multiple goals of Reading, Writing, Listening, Speaking, and Culture in MLP are as follows. In the first activity, fifth-graders were given a map of the area around Tokushima Station. They were then tasked with selecting their “favorite place,” and writing directions, in English, how to get there. They practiced reading their scripts to their partner, completing an informal self-check. After that, they guided their classmates to a location on the map. Finally, they came to their ALT one-on-one and, reading their script, guided him from Fuzoku Elementary School to another location while the ALT followed along on a map. They were critiqued on speed, clarity of voice, pronunciation, and expression. The second example activity, for sixth-graders, involved creating and writing survey questions in English. These questions were answered, also in English, by their former,
senior classmates, attending Fuzoku Junior High School. After a few weeks, the sixth-grade students received the replies. They read about the daily lives of the JHS students, and presented them to their class, comparing the replies with examples from their daily lives.

Figure 5 is the corresponding passport page, listing the goals decided upon as a class. The instructor checked the student’s reflection and signed the bottom of the page signaling the criteria had been met. This student colored half or less of three out of five goals, meaning they felt they reached an understanding, but not a mastery of the goal. However, they appear confident in their reading and writing ability. By the end of the fifth grade, students will have finished half of MLP. After completing their final project, they will receive congratulatory praise from their English instructor and their ALT.

Students will complete the final two pages of MLP at the end of the sixth-grade school year. In Figure 6, the elementary school English instructor’s message is seen in the left image amongst the stickers the student received after completing various activities at the end-of-the-year party. The center image shows the letter that the student wrote to their future Fuzoku Junior High School English instructor. The English instructors from Fuzoku JHS visited the sixth-grade English class during the last week of school, met the students, listened to their introductions, and signed their MLPs, as seen on the right.

4. Method
4.1 Participants and procedures

The survey participants included five current and two former English instructors at The Naruto University of Education Affiliated Junior High School and Elementary School in Tokushima City, Tokushima. Three of the instructors were employed at Fuzoku Junior High School and four were employed at Fuzoku Elementary School. Two instructors have used MLP since its inception. Students did not receive surveys but were observed by instructors in order to record their general impressions. Student MLPs were also consulted for verification and other factors. The participants were encouraged to write comments as much as possible in order to clarify their survey answers. Five participants answered in Japanese and two answered in English. The English answers appear in italics, the answers translated from Japanese appear in italics in quotes. Comments by students, from MLP, appear in quotes (with no italics) and were also translated from Japanese.

4.2 Instructor Commentary

The following is a selection of the instructors’ comments, describing, in their own words, their impressions of using MLP.

Referring to the effectiveness of MLP in terms of charting the progress of students, an instructor wrote: “Each student seemed to have a clear goal because it can be set with five perspectives. I witnessed a student who wrote, for example, ‘I couldn’t meet the goal of Speaking in this unit, so I want to do better in the next unit.’ They had a clear grasp of the goals.”

Another comment mentions a student’s acknowledgement that: “It was hard to read aloud, at first, but now I know how to be careful of my English pronunciation when reading.” The instructor adds: “In this way, some students were able to reflect on their achievements. However, it was difficult to include MLP during class time. I felt like I could not spend enough time to make students aware of the details regarding how much they had improved or which accomplishments they had reached.”

Regarding class time spent on MLP, an instructor commented: “While foreign language activities are often only seen as fun, using MLP gave those activities each a clear goal so students could see the reason behind the activity. However, it’s time-consuming to set a goal, note it, color it, etc. Once students got used to it [...] they completed it faster. In Fuzoku Elementary School, we have English classes twice a week, so we had time to use MLP in class. Also, a specialized English instructor was in charge, so it went smoothly. Depending on the situation at other public elementary
schools, it is important to recognize their specific needs and to think how to effectively use MLP. Fuzoku Elementary School students write comments in other subjects besides English, so they’re used to writing sentences. Some students may feel overwhelmed to include five perspectives for one unit.”

Impressions of student attitudes were generally consistent, and most instructors mentioned the positive motivation of students. One instructor commented that, being able to think about the skills of Listening, Reading, Writing and Speaking, students can think about which skills they want to learn. Otherwise, some goals are often the same. In addition, [Students] can have a positive attitude because they think/consider the goal [of each unit].

Another instructor commented: Junior high school students show their interest in using MLP and both teachers and students can be concerned [about] four skills and Culture when using it. A different instructor, expecting more resistance, commented on how well the junior high school students followed directions in filling out the goals for each unit.

Neatly and positively were words used to describe how students wrote and checked their goals. Other positive comments include: They seem to be happy when they see their progress. Especially when they compare their ability at the beginning and the end of the unit. “MLP is effective for teachers to discover what students think about their own learning. It seemed that the students felt how much they’d grown by reviewing their own record of learning.” In contrast: “There was confusion amongst students using MLP for the first time. They mastered it, however, and some seemed bored with it by the end of the sixth grade.”

Regarding suggested improvements, one instructor mentioned: “It was difficult to evaluate all units of MLP over the course of two years (for sixth graders) during the Teacher’s Check. The content of the textbooks ['Hi, Friends!' 1 and 2] did not always agree with the structure of MLP, which was concerning. I suggest that if the goal is narrowed or is more flexible, so that the instructor can modify the goal to fit the class activities after the fact, then MLP would be easier to use during the annual skill checks.” We need more goals for each unit based on the English textbook, another instructor wrote.

One comment stated: “[MLP] is best used as a record. I do not want to design a class based on it. The students should manage [MLP] themselves, not the instructor, due to the extra work involved in handing out MLPs, leading the students in filling out the goals and reflection, and collecting MLPs at the end of the class. I have no spare time to utilize it effectively except during the Teacher’s Check.” Other instructors wrote that they would like a guidebook for teachers (how to use it), and that if there were a Can-Do List corresponding to the “We Can” textbook, it would be better. Finally, a comment stated: If the student reflection section were to be expanded, some
students would be encouraged to write reflections in English.

5. Results

The results of the survey indicate positive feedback for nearly all categories. For question 6, Figure 12, instructors wrote in their opinions of the most useful aspect of MLP. More
than half, 57%, had the same impression that MLP gave students a clear goal.

First impressions of MLP showed five out of seven instructors were interested, seen in Figure 8, and the categories of mostly positive and generally positive had one instructor each, with no negative impressions. Instructors did not use MLP as much as is recommended, with only two out of seven using it more than twice per month as shown in Figure 7. Five out of seven also agreed that the class time spent using MLP was well spent and productive, as Figure 13 shows.

Three instructors who used MLP on average less than 3 hours per week, seen in Figure 11, also answered that it was not a determining factor on the final scores of students. Further revision of MLP is necessary regarding detailed content, frequency of use, and ease of use to ensure accessibility and flexibility, depending on the grade level and class content. With additional revision, instructors will feel confident using it to help determine final scores especially related to Teacher’s Check activities, the motivation and participation of students, and the progress they demonstrate over the course of one or more years.

6. Conclusion

This paper describes, for a general audience, a new method for evaluating the English abilities of students from the fifth grade of elementary school through junior high school, My Language Passport, as well as the feedback received regarding MLP from both current and former English instructors at both Fuzoku Elementary School and Fuzoku Junior High School. In addition, the initial reactions of current and former English instructors at Fuzoku Elementary and Fuzoku Junior High schools who have used MLP since its introduction are presented. In addition, detailed results of the use of the rubric were clarified which make MLP a valuable and flexible method for evaluating the progress of students. Such a rubric is expected to become a necessary component of the English curriculum, as a compulsory subject, from 2020.

Surveys conducted with the participation of all current English instructors as well as former instructors describe the usage, frequency, and general opinions on the implementation of MLP. The surveys showed favorable results in all categories. More than half of participants wrote that the most useful aspect of MLP was that it gave students a clear goal. Five participants agreed
日本人の英語の先生のディスレクシアに対する認識
―アンケート調査の結果から―
十川泰子
(Togawa Yasuko)

要約
小学校における英語の教科化、大学入試における民間英語試験導入など、日本の英
語教育が、学ぶ側にとっても、教える側にとっても、大変な変革期を迎えている今、
ディスレクシアの生徒にとって、英語を学ぶ難しさは猶のことである。ディスレクシ
ア、あるいは、その傾向が認められる、つまり、読み書きに困難がある生徒への英語
教育については、一部を除いて、ほとんど研究されてこなかったが、ここ数年、学会
などでも取り上げられるようになってきた。しかし、英語教師のディスレクシアへの
認識、また、個々の取り組みについてのデータ等は、いまだ不明といってよいだろ
う。筆者は、民間の英語教室を主宰し、幼児から大学生、社会人を教える傍ら、20
13年から、イギリスノッティンガム大学マレーシア校教育学部修士課程に在籍し、
2015年に、日本人の英語の先生を対象にアンケート調査を行った。日本人に限定
したのは、英語圏においては、日本よりもディスレクシアに対する取り組みが進んで
いるため、教師にも一定の知識があり、かつ、何らかの対応策を取っていると思われ
るためである。189人の先生方からご回答いただき(回答率74.6%) 、先生方の
ディスレクシアに対する認識と知識には、相違点、類似点がいくつか見受けられた。
また、これら困難を抱える生徒への教え方を工夫している先生がいること、ティーチ
ャー・トレーニングへの興味もうかがい知ることができた。日本人の英語教師がディ
スレクシアへの知識を持ち、効果的な教え方を開拓することで、日本の英語教育を発
展させることが求められる。

(キーワード:ディスレクシア、日本人の英語の先生、ティーチャー・トレーニン
グ)

1. はじめに

that the class time spent using MLP was well spent whereas two said it was somewhat
productive. Five out of seven had an initial interest in MLP. And, for three out of seven, MLP had
little or no effect on the final grades of students. These results reflected the amount of time spent
using MLP in the classroom and checking it outside the classroom: low rates of less than 3 hours
per week, once a month or less.

The use of MLP from the 2014-2015 school year up to now has met the need for a
detailed rubric which can be utilized by both students and instructors. Based on the positive
feedback of instructors and the demonstrated motivation of students, it can be considered initially
successful. It is now necessary to demonstrate that MLP, when used regularly, can be more than
simply a detailed record. It can be a significant factor in determining the final scores of students
in English classes. It is clear from the results that, although English instructors have a positive
view of MLP, more revisions and training are needed to ensure the rubric is used effectively as it
is intended. Finally, it is necessary to continue revising the contents, frequency, and ease of use in
order to ensure accessibility and flexibility, depending on grade level and class content, for the
continued success of MLP.
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